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Disabled Yes, it still works
to receive
high-tech
helper

A.S. freezes
group funds
Board says
no credit,
no money

By Mike Lewis
Daily staff writer
The Disabled Students Associa,
turn moved one step closer toward
making computers on campus more
accesible to some of their members.
The DSA, with the help of funding from Associated Students, will
he purchasing computer attachments
that will allow disabled students to
use the computers by simply speaking to them.
A Voice Recognition
Unit
NW) is a computer attachment
that enables the
computer to "listen" to the users
voice
do
and
functions including word processing.
DSA President
’John
John Moore is exMoore. cited about the
DSA unit.
"This will re
president
place the keyboard. I’m very
excited and happy we got the moues
and we hope to have one of the two
units here within a week or two,"
Moore said.

By Jeff F:Ider
Daily staff writer

Vs. Associated Students Board of
Directors, concerned by groups who
have neglected to credit them for
funding programs, decided Wednesday to withhold A.S. funds to groups
who do not give them that credit.
A stipulation of the A.S. budget
states that any group event funded by.
the A.S. must name the A.S. as a
sponsor in all publicity for the event.
Several recent newspaper ads and
fliers for such events have neglected
to credit the A.S. for funding, and
the board voted Wednesday to withhold funding from groups who fail to
mention A.S. sponsorship in advertising in the future.
"It’s becoming a serious matter."
Controller Victoria Johnson said.
"It’s happened several times recently."
Rick Thomas, director of community affairs, agreed.
"If we’re going to fund things, we
need to have our names on the advertising." he said.
The board approved a plan proposed by Thomas which stipulated
that all advertising for A.S.-funded
events be reviewed before publication by the board to ensure that the
A.S. is mentioned as a sponsor. Any
group failing to credit the A.S. in its
advertising will have the A.S.-

’I’m very
happy
we got
the
money.’

The A.S. allocated approximatelv
t.300 for the purchase of two
VR Us. One will be placed in Clark
library and the other will he used for
research and development.
Dock Stomp. a member of the
DSA. will he working with one of
the units to incorporate artificial intelligence to expand the units’ capa
hi lities even further
Sulam, blind since a mining acci
dent four-and -a -half years ago, is
trying to develop a complete pack
age to help the disabled work with
he computers.
"We want it to have eyes that see,
ears that hear and hands that type,"
Strom, said.
Stroop, a soma earning a special
degree in artificial intelligence.
hopes the units will add to the independence of disabled students.
"Many disabled students cannot
See /
page 7
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Tom Racanelli, a junior majoring in liberal studhi throw it awav if it still
ies, states cleans

By Serena tiriMth

volved iii prolessional theater before

Daily stall writer
Camelot, a musical plio about a

she came to SJSU 12 years ago.
The leading roles will also be carried by theater veterans. Rob Langeder, who will play Lancelot, carried
the lead in the University Theatre’s
production of "Bullshot Crummond." He played Nick in "Bedroom Farce" and Lysander in "A
Midsummer Night’s Dream."
He enjoys the role of Lancelot because "I like toying with the idea of
being in that kind of position of
power. Lancelot has got God on his
side. He’s an arrogant SOB about it,
hut he’s still got God on his side."
However, Lancelot doesn’t abuse
See C4A-M.0T. page

New spring sociology course
offers lessons in happiness
By Dani Parkin
Don’t he depressed if you
didn’t get the classes you wanted
in the fall because come spring,
YOU can discover happiness.
The Sociology of Happiness
(Socio I%) is for anybody who
wants to make their life better,
get in touch with themselves, or
find out why they feel depressed,
says instructor Meg Bowman.
"What good is it to know the
three R’s if one is not happy?"
she asks. ’’A liberal arts education shouldn’t just teach you how
to climb the corporate ladder
"You go to college, get a job,
get a great car, make lots of
money and then . . you slash
your wrists and turn on the gas.

granted funding froten.
"We need to have some level of
checks and balances to make sure it
will be done." Thomas said.
Doren Troupe of Eta Phi Beta sorority apologired to the board because fliers promoting a visit by Willie Brown, speaker of the California
State Assembly. to her sorority
didn’t mention that the visit was
funded by A.S.
"It was inadvertently heft oft the
fliers," she said. "It was just really
an oversight."
Troupe said that although A.S.
sponsorship was not mentioned on
niers, it was mentioned at the event.
She also said she thinks the budget
stipulation is a good rule.
See FREEZE, page()

By liwtel Whitman
Daily staff writer
photographer

works" when asked about the condition of his
hrella. 1 chance of show ers is toda ’s ’forecast.

Musical portrays fantasy world
of knights. damsels and romance

Daily stall writer

Tom Boothe
. Cal slate again director

Track supporters
resist budget cuts

Curtain goes up tonight on Camelot

dream of justice and romance in a
land of damsels and knights, opens
tonight at the University Theatre.
King Arthur and his Knights of
the Round Table will he there, and
Lancelot and Guenevere will embrace once again.
"I adore the knights in shining armour and the romance." said the
play’s director, Donamarie "Dusty’’
Reeds.
She directed the University
Theatre’s production of "Fiddler on
the Roof’ and "The Best Little
it, inWhorehi ’use ii -re VV.
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It’s just not enough," she says.
In her class "students will listen to music, tell jokes, sing and
dance. We will be silly and give
each other backrubs. We will be
serious and scholarly." she says.
She says she has wanted to
teach either a class on love or
happiness for a long time.
"We are so technologically
oriented that we have lost touch
with our humanity," 13owmak asserts. Interfacing with the computer all day does not fulfill
human needs."
In the class she intends to raise
her students "consciousness."
She wants people to understand
the importance of taking time
and smelling the roses.
See HAPPINESS. page 6

Kendra Luck

Daily staff photographer

Nita Duarte, who is helping with the sets and props for Camelot, finishes
a Dag for the play is hich opens at the I ’niversity Theatre tonight.

SJSU track athletes and coaches
said they are concerned over the pos.
isibility that their program could
have its financial support base pulled
out from under it.
About -U) SJSU track supporters
attended a press conference Wednesday to express their concerns over
the university’s stance on funding
"minor sports," and specifically the
track and field team.
"I don’t think (the track team) is
worth throwing down the drain...
said track and field coach Marshall
Clark.
Clark’s eight -year contribution to
SJSU is described in a pamphlet
about the Spartan track and field
team.
"Marshall Clark has been responsible for the entire track and field
program once before and he is doing
it again. . . . A familiar figure in the
San Francisco Bay area track scene,
the 55 -year-old Clark (also) coached
the Stanford University cross country teams from 1968 through 1977."
states the pamphlet.
"(SJSU President) Gail Fullerton
has to make the ultimate decision,"
Clark said about the possibility of
the loss of funding for the track
team.
SJSU’s Athletics Board will make
a recommendation to Fullerton regarding how costs should be cut

’Losing the track
and field team will
produce a domino
effect. The interest
level of kids (of kids)
is my primary
concern.’

Mike Weeks,

assistant track coach
SJSU Athletics Director Randy
Hoffman is one of the hoard members. Hoffman was unavailable for
comment on the possibility of changing the funding of the track team.
Assistant track coach Mike Weeks
spoke at the press conference.
Weeks is a six -year coaching veteran who ranks as one of SJSU’s
best weight throwers.
’’losing the track and field team
will produce a domino effect."
Weeks said. "The interest level of
kids (in track I is my primary concern.
’Its a hard situation. I’m just tlustered.’ he cimnttimued. "My concerns
are about how this is going to affect
the kids."
See TRACK. page f.

Record store proposal denied funding (again)
By Mike Lewis
Daily staff writer

After three years of rejection. Paul
Morris, former Sound party member
and graduate student, refuses to let
his dream of an on -campus record
store die.
Even after the Associated Students Board of Directors voted unanimously to turn down his most recent
proposal to try to secure funding for
the project. Morris did not seem disappointed.
"All that happened was they were
saying that they wanted more information before they make any decisions." Morris said after the meeting.
"I just wanted the board niake a
statement that they were in favor of
this concept," he said.
Board members had other ideas
after reading Morris’s proposal during Wednesday’s meeting, though.
Morris’s recent proposal claimed

Morris hopes to work with directors
several reasons the record store
would be beneficial to campus including a student vote supporting the
idea of a record store.
Last year’s vote supported the
concept of a record store, but
according to A.S. members that is
not enough. Some A.S. members
claim they have repeatedly asked
Morris to submit a more complete
proposal.
ShaRon Lewis. A.S. director of
business affairs, called the proposal
"insufficient."
the proposal is still incomplete
as presented by Mr. Morris. It
wasn’t a proposal that warranted serious consideration," lewis said.
Lewis asserted that though this
proposal was incomplete. the A.S.
would like to see a complete propo-

sal. "We are always interested in
looking at a good package." she
added.
Terry McCarthy, A.S. vice president was less supportive of the idea.
"The A.S. did a report last year
on the financing of the store as they
found that the store is not a good
project to be funded by A.S.... McCarthy said
The report, authored by former
A.S. presidential aide Greg Rose.
claimed Morris’s proposal did not
contain enough information (Sr a
good location for the record store.
In addition, the report claimed
that at an average price of S5 per record, the store would have to sell
422 records per month over a 10month period.
Lewis claimed the space for the

4

slot e was one ot the main concerns
"The store would need to take

space front an already established
successful business with no guar
antee that it would be as successful, Lewis said.
Her comments referred to Mimi
ris’s proposll that called for use of
some of the space now occupied by
the print shop.
McCarthy added that some local
competition could hurt the busuness
venture. "We have four or live established record stores in the campus
area and we would have to compete
with those... he said.
"With the money available from
A.S. that would he difficult at best."
McCarthy added.
Morris seems undaunted. "I am
going to confer with the board and
see what it will take to get some sort
of resolution passed... he said.
"I think the student% want this,"
he added.
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Athletics cuts
are unnecessary
liv Ralph Prciniati

II. I)t
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Community Perspective
Clearly, the two new positions are questionable, yet Mr. Hoffman is "committed" to them at
the cost of eliminating Olympic sports like wrestling. gymnastics. field hockey and track and field.
Just the thought of eliminating track and field is irrational. Track and field is the most successful
sport in SJSU history. It alone has produced 41
Olympians. eight of whom have won gold medals.
On the NCAA level, we have had 35 NCAA champions. As a team, we have placed in the top-10. 17
times and between track and cross country, we have
been "national champions" three times. Our track
history is unrivaled in the United States, we had the
first 18 -foot pole vaulter ever, and our school record in the 400 meters is 43.8, set by Lee Evans.
which is still the world record. Since Marshall
Clark, head track and cross country coach, took
over his position in 1984. he has produced 13 AllAmericans. On top of that, for the last two consecutive years. he has had two members of his teams,
Fred Schumaker and Steve Schultz. voted Academic All-Americans.
The track and field program has had to operate
on a total of six scholarships (the NCAA allows
14). The football program incidentally. has its full
quota of Wt. Coach Clark has had to divide up those
scholarships and give fractions to deserving athletes
based on need, ability’ and general hard work. Despite this, he has somehow managed to obtain three
members for the team with solid future Olympic
potential. Among these are freshman Sam Cavaltaro, shot putter. discus and hammer thrower. Neil
Leonard. a red shirt senior who qualified for the indoor NCAA championships in the 35 -pound weight
throw, will almost certainly score at next year’s
NCAA championship. Then there is junior Brian
Wicks, a pole vaulter and a star member of our mile
relay team. Brian has qualified for this year’s
NCAA Outdoor Championships in the pole vault
and could potentially increase the number of SJSU
NCAA track champions to 36. Some highly knowledgeable people on the pole vault have said Brian
has the speed and power to set world records in the
pole vault with the right training and competitive
maturation he would get vaulting at SJSU.
The point of bringing up these athletes in this
letter is to show that if this program is terminated,
these athletes will be forgotten victims because
their educational and athletic dreams will have to be
drastically altered. Just as I am sure that the members of the other teams will be victims of a very
judgmental call by Mr. Hoffman. These teams need
the full support of the student body to help them
survive and as in the case of track and field, prosper
if allowed to rebuild.
Students of SJSU. we have great traditions here
at SJSU, don’t let Mr. Hoffman kill them. Sign the
petitions circulating around campus and if you can’t
find one, go to the track office on Suuth Campus
and show us your support against a gngs injustice.
Ralph Preiman is a former SiSt1 track and
field pole vaulter and a former national Junior
college record holder.

Forum Policy
Letters must bear the writer’s name.
major, phone number and class level. Deliver
letters to the Daily office in Dwight Bentel
Hall or to the Information Center on the first
floor of the Student Union

Nelson
Cardedeiro

Big dealings in Athletics

Published for the University
and the University Community
by the Department of Journalism
and Mass Communications

This past week, the SJSU athletic department.
namely, Athletics Director Randy Hoffman and the
Athletics Board, have been considering the termination of so-called "low priority sports." Track
and field and a host of others are targeted.
These deletions to the competitive athletic program are being made in order to create two new positions in the SJSU athletic department, academic
adviser and conditioning coach. Hoffman says.
"We’re committed to improving these two areas."
The problem is, at what cost?
The student body and community need to take a
long. scrutinizing look at Hoffman’s position on
these two "areas.’’ First, hiring a full-time conditioning coach for the (let’s not fool ourselves)
money sports; i.e., football and basketball, is quite
frankly a ridiculous idea. The concept of paying a
coach $40.0(X) to $50,(XX) a year to operate a
weight facility as substandard as the one at SJSU is
ludicrous. I have been a scholarship athlete at the
I’m% crsity of Nebraska and SJSU. and in the process I have seen the two extremes; the fantastic and
the shameful. SJSU’s weight-lifting facility is not
eVell as good as some of the local higll schools. Our
question to you is. "Why would you hire a man to
run a facility that barely exists?" It is a blatant
waste of valuable school funds.
Second. the hiring of a full-time academic adviser working strictly for the athletic department is
a direct insult to the entire student body. Why
should an athlete get preferential treatment when it
conies to academic advisement? Is Hoffman saying
the current full-time academic advisers are not
competent enough to handle his athletes? If that is
the case, that must mean they are incompetent with
the general student population. If this is a possibility, Maybe Dr. Gail Fullerton, SJSU president,
should take the time to personally evaluate the student body’s acadcIlltc advisers After all, education
is the first prioriiv . isn’t it’ ’ I lov, about looking into
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Racism still takes many forms
I have been contemplating this ar
tick for some time now. I wanted to
be subtle about it, because we are all
too sensitive when it comes to the
issue of rascism and prejudice.
But attending the Bay Area Black
Media Coalition (BABMC) this past
weekend put everything into perspective. The issue of racism today
is treated very subtly. so (said. "the
hell with it," here’s my opinion
piece.
The first time I was called a Nigger. I was 8 years old, and really
didn’t have a concept of what was
going on. But that didn’t stop me
from feeling anger and confusion.
But that just doesn’t happen any
more? It’s been 20 years since Martin Luther King’s death and the Civil
Rights Movement is almost null and
void.
We have become a more civilized
race. We no longer hang our heads
out of car doors to holler. ’Nigger."
We’re much more subtle now.
A look, not being hired even
though you may be qualified, and
the biggie, you receive a D grade in
a class where you feel you should
have received no less than a B-.
What a shock when you get your report card.
Oh. I quickly yelled racism. I
talked to one of my non -black
friends, and asked her what she
thought. She said she knew this teacher and he was a very nice person.
She even went to him for councelling.
So. I decided to talk to him. His
first response was, not yet looking at
his books, "Well Lisa. ten years
down the line no one will write
under your by line. Lisa got a D in
..." He smiled.
Then he said, well you misspelled
a few names on the final and a few
things were missing. My first
thought was, how could he remember all of that, from more than two
months ago.
I helped someone else on the
final. Why was I the only one who
received a 1) in the class. And I
know I was the only one because I
checked the list which is posted at
the end of the semester.

Lisa Walker
He finally opened the book and
his expression was encouraging, but
then he said. "Come back next week
after I have re-counted the points." I
never went back.
I told my non -black friend and all
she could say was " Well..." But
she did seem a little surprised.
The worst thing about the whole
situation was that I had been warned
by another student who had already
taken the class.
I didn’t listen. because I thought.
as my friend did, that he was a nice
guy.
The first time I acted as if I
wanted to be prejudiced. my lip
began to bleed. My mother had
smacked me in the mouth after I said
that I didn’t want to go to the mall
with all those white people.
She wiped my mouth and began to
tell me that we were all alike and
color didn’t matter. I don’t think
she’s aware of what’s going on.
Another situation deals with my
peers.
I refer to you in the next situation
so you can try to analyze it with me.
You may speak to a person every
day on a non -committal level; you
may answer the phone for that person. and even take messages for
them. They’ll say thank you. And
that’s that.
Is there a hint of prejudice?
What if you see that person outside of the situation that the two of
you are used to.
They look you straight in the eye
and you begin to speak. The person
immediately looks away, as though
they didn’t see you. Hmmm! That’s
nothing.

We were in class again, with a
very pleasant atmosphere, no problem. They even spoke. They said
thank you after I handed them the
phone.
Once again we’re out in public.
The person comes into the place
where I work, so I started to take his
order. He acted as if I were a total
stranger. So I took the order as if I
didn’t know the person.
At the BABMC, the first seminar
I attended, there was a host of
sucessful minorities on the panel and
Dave McElhatton of KPIX-TV.
They all told us basically the same
story. That we’d have to work hard
for success. And all we needed to do
was to work hard something my
mother had already told me.
Then the floor was open to questions.
I didn’t think that was true for everyone. Especially if you were black
and a female. I didn’t know about
everyone else, but I didn’t pay $40
to hear something my mother had already told me. and she’s a registered
nurse.
A question was asked about racism in the media, but the question
was evaded. So, I asked them how
did they stay motivated, with the
racism they encounter at their jobs.
ABC.
from
Monroe.
Willie
frowned, as if to ask what was I talking about. The others looked at one
another and remained silent.
I received a few answers but not
what I wanted. I felt I must have offended someone, or it may have
been because McElhatton was on the
panel.
When we broke for lunch, three of
the members answered my question.
I just couldn’t understand why they.
didn’t answer it earlier.
This made me realize that racism
has become so subtle that we all
have begun to deny that prejudice
even exists. Because we won’t be
able to legislate the problem, but
then again, as Jesse Owens once
said, "You can’t legislate what’s in
men’s hearts...

Letters to the Editor
Serve and Protect?
Tditot.
In response to Kevin Cassidy’s
letter, "UPD doesn’t nitpick."
Mr. Cassidy, you must come
down off your high horse and stop
making excuses for the UPD. For instance, the seventh paragraph of his
letter states that, "the purpose of the
UPI). or any police department, is to
look out for the good of all those
concerned." If this is the case, why
did my friend have to call the UPD
two separate times in order to retrieve her keys, which were locked
in her car?
It was about five weeks ago that
she entered the 10th Street parking
garage. After finding a spot on the
roof, she got out of her car only to
realize that her keys were still in the
ignition. She then went to the 1st
floor and reported what had happened to the parking attendent.
This attendent then called the
UPD to assist her in recovering her
keys. The UPD specifically told her
to stay in the office on the ground
floor and that they would be there
within ten minutes. After 35 minutes, she called the UPD to find out
why they had not come.
A gentleman on the other end told
her that a patrol car had been sent up

to the roof and did not see anyone,
so they left. She then informed the
gentleman that she had been instructed to remain in the office and
that (a UPD officer) would respond.
After 45 minutes more of waiting,
alone on the roof, an officer showed
up. It took the officer about two minutes to open the car door, yet she had
to wait for over an hour to get some
help.
Both she and I thank God that she
was not being attacked, or in any
danger. Who knows what an assailant could have done to her in an
hour. I certainly feel that the way
this incident was handled, the UPD
did not have the "good of those concerned," in mind.
Mary Rotondi
Sophmore
Business Administration/
Marketing

100W test is idiotic
FAlitor.
I am writing in response to Vic
Vogler article on the 100W pretest. I
agree with him that the test is unfair.
Why should the students spend $25
for an exam that should not even
have to be taken’?
As it has been in the past: English
IA and I B were the main criteria for

judgment of acceptance into the
100W course. It seems to me that
SJSU is looking for something that is
quite irrelevent. I hope that the students, along with your additional articles, will help abolish the idea of
having an idiotic exam administered
to all pre-100W students. Perhaps
with some feedback given in response to the exam. SJSU will toss
the idea out completely,
Pete Smrdeli
Sophomore
Aeronautics

But it’s good for you
Editor
I’d like to thank you for relaying
the information about the 100W pretest. I know there are people who
think this pre-test is a joke. But I’d
like to say that we will all benefit
The pre-test will eliminate the ones
that may not have done so well in a
course like 100W. thus giving them
a chance to improve their skills.
So when they’re good and ready.
they’ll pass the pre-test and do much
better in their 100W course, rather
than going -on unprepared, and unknowing.
Hobert James lluinone,
Sophmorc
Sociolop

Berry will stay. Track and field may go.
Mike Perez, James Saxon and the rest of the
Bill
senior football players have gone.
In the past 12 days, three major stories have
come from the SJSU athletics department.
Berry, head coach for the men’s basketball
team the past nine years, has signed a "multiyear"
contract, ending speculation that the Spartans no
longer appreciate his services.
The SJSU Athletics Board is considering dropping sports programs because of a financial reasons, and track and field leads the pack of potential
teams facing execution.
Perez and Saxon were the only Spartans to be
selected in the National Football League draft. And
they were chosen on the second day of the draft.
Three stories, but only one was positive.
Berry’s contract extension is a plus. The signing comes after months of speculation that he
would not be rehired when his current contract expired in July.
Reportedly, Berry received an oral commitment
for a four-year deal from President Gail Fullerton
last spring, but Athletics Director Randy Hoffman
did not acknowledge the agreement.
Thus talks between the two parties dragged on,
though Hoffman has said that the length of time it
took to agree was more in the minds of the media
than in actuality.
It appears that the reason the talks went on for
so long was that Hoffman’s offer was less than the
promised four-year pact. Plus possible stipulations
attached, such as courtside behavior and player relations.
Under Berry, the Spartans have a somewhat
successful 137-121 record. But this past season’s .
14-15 mark was an obvious disappointment after
being picked to finish second in the PCAA. SJSU
also hasn’t had more than 16 victories in a season
since Berry took the Spartans to the National Invitational Tournament in 1981 and the NCAA tournament in 1980.
In addition to the team’s lackluster performance
on the court. Berry has been criticized by some foriner.
players for working them too hard. In the past
five seasons, 13 players have either quit the team or
been dismissed.
Before the start of the 1987-88 campaign. Berry
dismissed forward Reggie Owens. The incident that
led to his dismissal was a missed class. So, even
though the Spartans could have used Owens this
past year, Berry felt his on -the -court performance
could not compensate for his off-the -court attitude.
Thus. SJSU’s rebounding this season suffered.
Berry’s program is based on teamwork, hard
work and school work, not class cutting.
But Berry shouldn’t have to babysit complainers. For every former player who complains.
three believe that Berry has made them better people. He may not be an easy coach to play for, but
his players come out the better.
Though the upcoming season doesn’t look so
bright without Ricky Berry. Coach Fierry is definately the one man who can fine tune talented freshmen like David Hollaway and Damon Greer. Under
Berry, the men’s basketball program will propel to
the top of the PCAA in the near future.
Marshall Clark’s track and field program
may no longer have a future. Clark, along
with field hockey coach Carolyn Lewis.
men’s gymnastics coach Doug Van Everen and
wrestling coach Kevin Hejnal. has been interviewed by the athletics board concerning the lack of
funds for the 18 intercollegiate sports. Track and
field looks like the first logo.
Why’? The men’s gymnastics team just completed a successful season as did field hockey.
Wrestling brought in $2,681 in gate revenue this
past season, well above the projected $ I .4(X). And
that’s without advertising.
The track and field team, meanwhile, has been
on a slow decline since 1970. Bud Winter Field is
in need of restoration and the team’s performance
this season has been less than spectacular.
But SJSU’s track program has produced Olympic medalists like John Carlos and Tommie Smith.
has had 14 All-Americans in the past four years,
and the current squad has excellent athletes like
Sam Cavallaro, Martin Seeber and Brian Wicks.
The Spartans without track would be like Mario
Andretti without a car.
Hopefully Clark, a normally easy-going gent.
will continue his fight to the end and more future
track stars will come from SJSU.
The NFL draft wasn’t as joyful a day for senior
members of the Spartan football team as people expected.
Running back Saxon was chosen in the sixth
round by the Kansas City Chiefs and former Heisman trophy candidate Mike Perez was bypassed
until the seventh round when the New York Giants
snagged him.
Surprisingly, running back Kenny Jackson and
wide receiver Guy Liggins were overlooked by all
28 teams.
Saxon should receive plenty of playing time for
the Chiefs as a kick returner and reserve running
back. Perez, who at one time was a projected first
round pick, is considered to he a project. But his
progress has already been slowed because of an old
injury.
Jackson, who rushed for 2.005 yards in two
seasons for SIR,, has signed with the San Diego
Chargers and has an excellent chance to stick. hg
gins is expected to sign the San Francisco 49ers
soon. Linebacker Yepi Pauu didn’t wait long. He’s
already playing arena football.
To some, sports stories like these don’t mean a
hell -of-beans. True, sports isn’t life -and -death, hut
the decisions made, or to be made, in each of these
stories affect a lot of people. What course their
lives take could have drastically changed if just one
thing were different.
And with that, I wish Bill Berry good luck in
the upcoming season and hope he still will be here
when the Rey Center is completed (whenever that
will be). Good luck to Marshall Clark in his fight to
keep the heels kicking in his program. And good
luck to all the former Spartan football stars in their
bids to earn a spot on an NFL roster.
Nelson Cardadelro is the sports editor. This
Is the last time "Shirting Gears" will appear.
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Schools say goodbye
to graduating students

Grappling Greeks

By Joe S. Kappia
start writer
More than 5,000 students are expected to graduate from the nine
schools at SJSU at the end of May at
both graduate and undergraduate

Arts will he bidding farewell to 91;
students into the competitive labor
market. Among this group. 6(14) will
be leaving as holders of bachelor’s
degrees and 139 with niaster’s d.
grecs.
The School of Science will fr
graduating 502 scientists: 3146 at the
bachelor’s level and 116 at the lists
ter’s level.
From the School of Sooal Sc
ences, 563 will be graduating with
bachelor’s degrees and 139 with
master’s degrees.
The School of Social Work will be
sending 112 community developers
into the larger society. among which
are 30 holders of bachelor’s degrees
and 82 holders of master’s degrees.
The Div [shin of Library Science
has prepared 108 graduate students
who will be leaving with master’s
degrees in that discipline.

Daily

From the School of Applied Arts
and Sciences, there are 967 candidates for the bachelor’s degree while
129 students are vying for their master’s degree.
The School of Business will be
sending off 1,177 job seekers with
bachelor’s degrees, while 159 students will be going out to defend
their newly -acquired master’s degrees.
About 16 future teachers with
bachelor’s degrees and 1142 with
master’s degrees will be gluing out
Imo the classroom, front the School
of Education.
Out rtf a total ot 689 candidates
from the School of Engineering. 481
will be armed with bachelor’s dc
grecs and 208 with master’s degrees
who will scout the engineering fields
for lucrative positions.
The School of Humanities and
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Alpha [au Omega fraternity. to take home first place. therall.
Kappa Sigma took the first -place prize in the Inter -Fraternity Coimcil Wrestling Tournament hack to their fraternity house.
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SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
for SAD student, faculty and staff
organkations. Items may be submitted on forms in the Daily office,
Dwight Refuel Hall Room 2014, but
will not be accepted over the phone.
Deadline for the next day’s publication is noon.

Pseholog) Department: Film Fes
I’,
to preview some of the best 11 ins recently
made in the field of psychology. 41
at the door. 7-10 p.m. Busines,
Classroom Bldg., Room 310. Tote
serve a seat call 924-5606 or drop tis.
DMH 157.
Reed Magazine/I:nglish Department: 42nd edition of Reed Magazine is now on sale in the
bookstore. Call 924-4426 for infor
mation.
Artists Guild: Spring Sale. Through
May 6. Mon.-Thurs.: 8 a.m.-8 p.m
Friday: 8 a.m.-4 p.m. Art Quad.
Call 272-4704 for information.
Prof.
Psychology Department:
Gene Medinnus is studying twin
relationships and twin bereavement.
He would like to interview twins or
one member of a set of twins. Call
924-5646 for information and/or appointment.
Art Department: Design Alumni
Exhibition, Art Gallery I. Mon.Thurs.: II a.m.-4 p.m. plus Tues. 614
Through May 26 in Art
Building 127. Call 924-4328 (iii
more information.
Department of Theatre Arts: Presents CAMELOT, May 6-14 at 8
p.m. and May 7 at 7:30 p.m. University Theatre. For information call
924-4551.
Theatre Department: Finals of Nth
Kaucher Competition. 12:30 p.m.
Studio Theatre, Hugh Gillis Hall.
Chicana Alliance: Cinco de Mayo
BM). Noon -6 p.m. and 1:45-2:45
p.m. at the DIU) pits. Call 924-2516
for information.
Chinese Student Association: Elmtion/pina party. 6 p.m. (Please be

Spartan Priogramming Ensemble:
Seminar: "How "Fo SDIA Ise in
DOs.- Ill a.m.-noon. Sweenev
Hall. Room 217. For informatii in
call 9’4-2565
SUNDAY
I
Maria ol
5-9 p.m. St. liairce. Labruni Hall
15333 Woodard Road Tickets in,
sale at the A.S. Business (Alio:
(’all 274-7755 or 251-4667 for info,
illation

Macintosh 1 set-. Group: Meeting.
5-10:30 p.m. S.11. Almaden Room.
For information call 241- 1577
Frances Gotland Child care (’enter: Bake Sale. 830 a.m, to whenever. In front of Student Union. Call
739-7129 for information.
University Club: Faculty Stall
Breakfast. Speakers Rabbi Dan
Dorfman and Rev. Natalie Shiras
will discuss "Jewish -Christian Dialogue on the Middle East." 7:30
a.m. University Club. Eighth and
San Salvador streets. Call 298-0204
for reservations and i nformat ion
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Spartan’s vs. UC. Santa Barbara
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college and clinic al traditional chinese medicine

CONGRATULATIONS GRADS!
We offer career counseling and full
resume services that are personal,
professional and resonable.
.Entry level .Academic
Business
*Management
644 N.

Santa Cruz Ave. Los Gatos
(408) 354-2275
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Los Gatos Resume Services

MONDAY
Nleterirology Department: l’i it
St. P. Singh, ot the head center for
Atomspheric Sciences Indian Institute of Technology. Delhi. India will
discuss the meteorological aspects of
the Bhopal disaster and will present
results of a dispersion model simulation. 12:30-130 p.m.. Duncan Hall
room 515. Call 924-52(X) for infoi
mat it .
Campus Ministry: Folk dancing
and pi,/a. 6-8 p.m. Campus Ministry. 10th and San Carlos streets.
Call 298 0204 for information.
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May 7, 1 pm
May 6, 7 pm
games at Muni Statium

All

Student Discounts on your Resume
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Spartans vs. Cal State Fullerton

CCES LS in the Daily on Monday

SATURDAY

TODAY

(

punctual) Chuck E. Cheese’s Pizz.i
Time Theatre, Tully Road. Call 251
0153 for information.
SMAA, Aris Project, Campus
ministries: HIV Support Group. 3
p.m. Campus Ministries, 10th and
Sun Carlos streets. Call 298-0204 lot
information.
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COMING SOON AT SJSU
Larry ’Bubbles’ Brown

May 13th
The Church
May 15th
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Spartans take on Titans
II) Sean Iontgomery
Daily staff writer
It never gets easy for the SJSU
baseball team, which beat UC-Santa
Cruz 13-1 Wednesday in a non -con
ference game.
The Spartans did improve their
overall record to 29-30 with the win.
hut the real challenge comes this
weekend when seventh -ranked Fullerton State drops in for a three -game
seamm finale.
Fullerton State. who brings a record of 35-14 112-h in PCAA I, will
be coming to San Jose off a win over
UCLA on Wednesday night.
Leading the Titans’ offense is
catcher Brent May ne !vlayne leads
the PCAA in hitting with a .416 average. one home run and 28 RBI.
Mayne is in the midst of a 32 -game
hitting sneak, and is leading the
team with 20 doubles.
Jim Osborn is also swinging a hot
hat for Fullerton posting a .352 average with five home runs and 18 RBI.
Other batters helping the Titans
are first baseman Keith Kaub, who is
batting at a .346 clip with 15 home
runs and 49 RBI. and second base -

SPORTS
titan Mike Ross. who has knocked in
53 runs and has 12 home runs with a
.345 batting average.
Leading the Titans on the mound
is Longo Garcia. an All-PCAA
pitching selection in the 1987 season. Garcia is 8-4 with a 2.96 ERA
and 94 strikeouts. Garcia has given
up 51 walks in 115 innings.

Also valuable on the mound for
the Titans is Danny DeVille with a
6-1 record a 3.16 ERA and 48 strikeouts. DeVille has surrendered 27
walks in his 82 innings.
Before the win over UCLA
Wednesday. the Titans were in the
middle of their longest losing streak
of the season, being swept by topranked Fresno State in a three -game
series last weekend.
For the Spartans. who also come
in with a win under their belts, there
will be a number of hot batters.

Sports Briefs
BASEBA 1.1.
NF.W YORK (AP)
Right
fielder Dave Winfield of the New
York Yankees and right-hander
Dave Stewart of the Oakland Athletics have been named the American League player and pitcher of
the month tor April.
Winfield set a league record for
runs batted in during April with
29. He also batted .398 w ith
seven home runs, and led the Al.
in slugging with a .735 percentage.
Stewart finished April with a
h-1.1 record and 2.9X earned run
average.

MINNEAPOLIS ( API
The
Minnesota Twins asked v.aisers
on veteran pitcher Joe Niekro.
line of the most successful knuckleballers ever. for the purpose of
.riving hini his unconditional release.
Niekro. 43, became% the third
Twins pitcher older than 35 -year old general manager Andy MacPhail to be released since opening
day. He follows 43 -year-old
Steve Carlton and 37 -year-old
"lippy Martinez.
Niekro. I -1 with a 10.03
earned run average this season.
has a career record of 221-204 in

11.0or league seasons.
NEW YORK (AP) - -Third
baseman Bobby Bonilla of the
Pittsburgh Pirates and right.
bander Orel Hershiser of the Los
Angeles Dodgers have been
named player and pitcher of the
month for April in the National
League.
Bonilla hit .341 (30-for-148),
with seven home runs and 18 runs
hatted in during the first month of
the sea,on. He also had seven
doubles, one triple and scored Ili
runs in 22 games while leading
the league in slugging percentage
(.682).
Hershiser compiled a 5-0 record with a 1.56 earned run average during April. He pitched two
complete games, including one
shutout.
BASKETBALL
SPRINGFIELD, Mass. (API
Washington Bullets Coach
Wes Unseld. Oregon State Coach
Ralph Miller. former NBA center
Clyde Lovellette and the late
Bobby McDermott, a star from
the 1930’s. were inducted into the
Basketball Hall of Fame.

Outtielder John Bracken, who is
leading the team in conference hitting with a batting average of .391,
also brings two home runs and 17
RBI into the game.
Following Bracken is third baseman Eric Nelson with a .382 average. two home runs and 19 RM.
Greg Banda is also tied with Nelson with a .382 battling average, one
homer and 16 RBI.
Probable starting pitchers for the
game should he Dan Archibald,
Donnie Rea and Robert Sapp.
Archibald is 9-8 for the season
with a 3.79 ERA and 119 strikeouts.
He also has nine complete games to
his name and has only walked 32 in
more than 137 innings.
The freshman lefty Rea is 4-3 with
a 4.88 ERA. Rea has 55 strikeouts in
66 innings and has yielded 35 walks.
Sapp. who pitched an excellent
game against USF on Tuesday, is
now 3-3 and in his three starts, he
has two complete games. Sapp also
has the second -lowest ERA on the
team with a 2.88. In 40 innings
Sapp has 40 strikeouts and surrendered only 13 walks.

Mistake costs men’s golf team
second place in championship
By Jennifer Truman
Daily stall writer
SJSU’s men’s golf team will be
waiting for an at -large berth for the
NCAA Championship Golf Tournament instead of its guaranteed
trip.
Because of a sixth -place finish
at the PCAA championship at Fort
Ord on Tuesday. the Spartans will
have to wait and see if they are selected to take part in the NCAA
tournament.
SJSU. which held a two-stroke
lead over Fresno State after 36
holes, had a 932 score (295-3 17320). The Spartans would have
finished second if Drew Hant had
not been disqualified for signing
an incorrect scorecard.
"We were leading after two
rounds. Head golf coach Dick
Schwendinger. "I guess Drew was
lust excited and didn’t check his
numbers too well."
Hutt was disqualified after the

Tad !McCormick
I Ida

third round for authorizing a final
score which was totaled up wrong.
In USGA golf, a player is responsible for his hole-by -hole score.
Hunt put his signature to a 75
total vv lien his hole -by -hole score

added up to 74. ills 75 was thrown
out. and SJSU had to replace it
with an 83 score. The eight strokes
were the difference between finishing second and sixth.
"He mistook a four to be a five,
which he knew he shot, Schwindinger said. "That is where golf is
unique, the player has to be the
referee."
The eventual winner were the
Bulldogs with a 911 score. The individual winner was New Mexico
State’s Donny Yrene on the third
extra hole of a playoff involving
two other players.
Tad McCormick was the Spartans top finisher with a 230 score
(73-79-78) with gave him a tie for
I I th place.
Mike Foster tied for 13th with a
231 score (72-76-83).
Foster and teammate Mark
Singer, who missed the tournament because of an elbow injury,
were first team All-PCA A choices.

Whittingham, Shoemaker team up again
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Charlie Whittingham. the 75 -year-old
trainer who avoided the Kentucky
Derby for most of his career, has
now made the first leg of the Triple
Crown a regular stop.
And it’s not because he happened
to catch Kentucky Derby Fever in
his old age.
"I always said I didn’t want to
come here unless I had a good
horse.
the West Coast -based
trainer at Churchill Downs said on
Wednesday. "I’m only here because
I think I can win."
He’s back for Saturday’s 114th
edition, which will be worth
$350.000-added, with Nelson Bunker Hunt’s Lively One, a colt who
lost his last two starts at Santa Anita.
and 56-year-old jockey Bill Shoemaker.
The
Whittingham-Shoemaker
combination clicked with Ferdinand
in the 1986 Kentucky Derby, which
marked Whittingham’s first appearance in the classic race in 26
years.
Winning Colors, the filly who
scored a 71/2 -length victory over
Lively One in the April 9 Santa
Anita Derby. and Wood Memorial
winner Private Terms, who is un-

Spartan Bookstore Computer Department
Special pricing on Macintosh Plus and SE good through
May 31,1988

st

Kentucky Derby
beaten in seven ...tarts, headed the
field of 17 3-y-eal olds expected to
be entered today.
Other leading contenders for the
11/4 -mile first leg of the Triple Crown
include 74 -year -old trainer Woody
Stephens’ Forty Niner. the 2 -yearold champion: I ouisiana Derby winner Risen Star: Florida Derby winner
Brian’s Time: Arkansas Derby winner Proper Reality, and Seeking The
Gold, 4 -for-4 in Florida and runnerup in the Gotham and Wood Memorial.
Another contender. Stalwars. was
withdrawn from the Derby on
Wednesday because of a high temperature. A winner of two of five
starts this year. Stalwars won the
Bradbury- Stakes at Santa Anita on
March 9.
Trainer D. Wayne Lukas is trying
to end a 0-for-12 streak over the past
seven Derbys with the front -running
Winning Colors, winner of five of

t.alta.I

"It takes an exceptional filly to
vs in the Derby and this one is.’
ukas said.
Only two fillies have won the
Regret in 1915 and GenuDerby
ine Risk in 1980.

Whittingham is the only trainer
with a victory over Winning Colors
when Goodbye Halo beat her by
neck in the Las Virgenies Stakes.
3 -year-old filly race. at Santa Anita
on Feb. 20.

The WhittinghamShoemaker
combination clicked
with Ferdinand in
the 1986 Kentucky
Derby, which
marked
Whittingham’s first
appearance in the
classic race in 26
years.

The Hall of Fame trainer is saddling Goodbye Halo, along with
Jeanne Jones. in Friday ’s Kentucky
Oaks for 3 -year-old fillies.
"I have a lot of respect for Win-

ning Colors. he said. "She beat
colts in California. The only question is whether she’ll get the mile
and a quarter."

The worry of most Derby trainers
is that Winning Colors will jump out
to a big lead and run away from the
field, just as she did in the Santa
Anita Derby.
Lively One, winner of three of
seven starts. scored his only stakes
victory in the Santa Catalina at Santa
Anita.

ONLY THESE TWO COULD TURN A FORTUNE
INTO A MISFORTUNE
dow

Save $25, $30 or $40 Dollars!

Macintosh Plus
$50 mo’
Macintosh SE Model M525213
$78 mo’
Macintosh SE Model M5251B
$100 mo’

141M11.11

’Minimum monthly
payment on Apple Credit If
purchased before May. 31
1988
No Downpayment
Required!
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A HIGHTOP FILMS PRODUCTION "STICKY FINGERS"
SPECTRAFILM
,.....,HELEN SLATER MELANIE MAYRON
...^g,==. EILEEN BRENNAN LORETTA DEVINE
CHRISTOPHER GUEST CAROL KANE DANITRA VANCE
GARY THIELTGES "’I". GARY CHANG lWJESSICA SCOTT-JUSTICE
ROBERT REfTANO =A SAM IRVIN 1:1V,a1 JONATHAN OLSBERG ...CARL CLIFFORD
CATLIN AIMS & MELANIE MAYRON ’V CATLIN ADAMS
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Camp Macintosh Summer Training
Information now available!
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Giamatti not viewed as your typical president
Assooated Press
When A Bartlett Giamatti be ante president of the National
league. he vs as Niev.td as something
of a baseball curiosity . He remains
that today after barnng Pete Rose
from baseball for a month
Ordering Rose out of baseball Is
like stripping Santa Claus from
Christmas. They go together The
difference. though, is Santa ne%er
shosed an umpire.
Baseball has never quite knoiA n
%%hat to make ot Giamatti. an academic equipped vs ith ads anced degrees in comparative literature. %%rho
is equal’s comfortable talking about
Stengel or Stendhal. DiMaggio or
Dante The game is not accustomed
to such renaissance men And it certainly is not used to the kind of iron fisted justice he handed doss!) to
Rose the other day.

Iii a sport vk here managers arguing
v. ith umpires is as traditional as
pitchers not coming to a discernible
stop to hold runners on base. Gramatti’s 30-day sentence for Rose’s
confrontation vs oh umpire Dave Pal lone seemed sortiess hat excessise
The ss ar benseen umpires and
managers started vs hen baseball
began. a feu sears after Chaucer and
Shakespeare finished setting pen to
paper The rule is sou can talk
even yell. it !.ou iAish Just don’t
touch Rose WU, hed Pallone Tss ice
And he did it Vi ith enough exuberance to nearly trigger J not by the
rocket scientists and other community leaders skho %sere attending the
game
This V..is not a good thing to do
and certainly deserved to he pun
ished But 30 day. ’ That’s one-sis t’
of the season That’s capital piP

inent in baseball terms tor a oinre
that was something less serious than
mass murder
There are full-fiedged felons ho
vrommit all manner of 111.1 hem and
don’t get 30 days There are he’ erdo-u ells who rarel,v abide bs the
Mies of good behavior and don’t get
30 dass.
Thin) da.vs qualifies as Landisiar
iustice from Giamatti. a man vs ith a
genteel. good humored image. v.h,
has pros en before that he an be omit
tough cookie
presidem
Outskardly . the
seems like a romantic who somehow
made a wrong turn in one of the halls
of Iv and wound up in the ballpaik
instead of the library The image LW:

MATERIALS
MANAGEMENT

Giants place Dravecky
on 15 -day disabled list
SAN FR.ANCISCO (API -- Lefthanded pitcher Dave Dravecks has
been placed on the I 5 -dab disabled
list vs ith a shoulder sprain. the Giants announced Thursday
Dras-eck. 2-2 ssith an ERA of
3.38 in six starts this year. complained of stiffness in his left shoulder follow mg his start against the
Cubs at Candlestick Park on Monday The injurs has been diagnosed
as a posterior capsule sprain. th:.
team said.
The 15-das period started or
Tuesday, vshich means it vrould eiil
on May 18 as the Giants vs rap-up
three -game home stand against thr
Philadelphia Phillies. They are idle
Thursday and start a three -game se
ties against Montreal at Candlestisi.
Enday .
The Giants have recalled Ter!,
Mulholland front the AAA Phoeniv
Firebirds to fill in for Drasecky

PART-TIME JOB
fleible hour.
good pay

Genentech. Inc . a leader In the field
of biotechnology. Is now In the
process of growing It’s Materials
Ilpartmont. The group currently has
several entry -Novel opportunities open
br which we ar intonAwIng

Mulholland V,as 1-7 in IS games
vs ith the Giants in 1986 %kith an ER \
of 4 94
He spent the entire 1987 seasor
%kith Phoenix. going 7-12 ssith ar
ERA of 5.07. Mulholland is 2-3 sir it!
an ERA of 5 04 after six starts o
seven games for Phoenix this year

Successful candidates tell have a
general intorst In the biotech industry
and a specific interest In learning all
facets of materials management from
the bottom Lao. They should be stiff motivated and able to work well In a
team environment Fi.shlry. abNIty
so learn quickly and a highly
developed sense of ownership are
also desirable. Biochemistry.
chemistry and or biology exposure
helpful, but liberal arts maiors are
also welcome The positions currently
available are In the shIppirg area.
Previous materials management work
reiperlence Is helpful.

Copies
5C

The materials group is responsible tor
tie storage and movement of all
manufacturing and non-manufacturIng materials within the company. and
Is a part of the manufacturing
orglnIzatIon
Genentech offers an excellent salary
and benefits package and believes
strongly In providing opportunities for
personal growth and advancement

kinkois

with the game
Baseball loved him light back.
turning the National League over to
him
When Giamatti showed up on
baseball’s doorstep. he %vas %taring.
ot all the outrageous disguises. tasial
hair Imagine that, a gu,

heard and v am mg a Ph D alter his
name. In charge of the sress ut
LL odd ot Whitev Heriog and Pete
Rose
Not to worry
the w tusk.
cr.. Giamatti is not some vkdd e!,ed

STAR SEARCH

A.S. Leisure Services is looking for three more stars to join our
winning team. This is your chance to shine with A.S. Leisure Services’

DIRECTOR OF OFFICIALS
You have experience as an official and are knovviedgeable in a variety of spoils Your
job will be to recruit supervise, schedule and evaluate the intramural officials You will
also be responsible tor completing reports and coordinating official training clinics
You are a leader and can motivate others
$505 per hour 15-20 hours per week

ADMINISTRATIVE
(WORK STUDY)

ASSISTANT

You are familiar with basic bookeeping practices and have telephone communication
skills You will be responsible for budget record keeping for ASLS including purchase
orders, payroll personnel. and accounting You will also maintain equipment inventory
and records You are organized. assertive, and have knowledge of ASLS programs
$4 65 per hour 15-17 hours a week

INTRAMURAL

SPORTS SUPERVISOR

You have experience in sports as a league director and sports official railyou
have had experience in supervising other staff. You will be hinng, training supervising and
evaluating the intramural directors and directors and directors of officials You are mature.
dependable level headed and responsible You can do it allff
$5 80 per hour 20 hours per week

YOU COULD BE JUST THE PERSON WERE
LOOKING FOR!!
Applications and complete lob descriptions are available in tht,
Student Activities Office next to the pub)

X

Please send resume to
Korl Comiskey
HLrnan Resouces Dept 1343
Genentech, Inc.
480 Point San Bruno Blvd.
South San Fr andeco. cw 04080

310 S. THIRD STREET
OPEN 6 DAYS
295-4336
481 E. SAN CARLOS ST
OPEN 7 DAYR
295-5511

COMPLTER EWER:I ‘.
BENEFICIAL

he deceiving
Dunng his term as president of
Universit. Giamatti presided
over Mt) rather unpleasant labor
strikes This while he walked around
the campus weanng a baseball sap. a
kind of charming. not -so subtle
statemen, if his lifelong love affair

IFt

FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

924-5950

GENENTECH, INC.

Call I onafhan: 2S0-777 -

An equal opportunity employer

PONTIACII COLLEGE GRADUATE AND
FIRST-TIME BUYER FINANCE PLANS

The Sun Goes Down
The Lights Come Up
The World Turns On To...

CONGRATULATIONS! YOU DESERVE
A LOT OF CREDIT FOR YOUR
COLLEGE ACHIEVEMENTS!
NO DOWN PAYMENT
through GMAC Pontiac puys
the down payment of up to
5% of the cosh selling price

DEFERRED FIRST PAYMENT
beginning 90 Jays otter
Purchase

FIRST-TIME

YOU ARE ELIGIBLE
IF YOU HAVE:
’ Receipt Of a degree
verifiable permanent employment
or commitment for employment
No derogatory credit
’ Acceptance by GMAC

BUYERS!

$600 allowance that can be applied towards
the down payment on selected all new
1988 PONTIACS
Establish strong credit through GMAC.
All we require is:
No derogatory credit history
No prior new auto financing
Verifiable satisfactory employment
and residence
Arceptance by GMAC

Wes Behel Pontiac
3350 Stevens Creek Blvd.
San Jose, California
244-9352

111/Ilkin=kli
001.4111CNI

PONTIAC

Off Ng
I1UJW
ruu.sets
1 "MD CILTIIIAI GLOBrnr BfiAl DVIDSON
1.11110110111841,

OPENS MAY 6TH AT THEATERS EVERYWHERE

Friday. May 6,

’

Track: Supporters voice concerns

Freeze
From page I
’*The A.S. should receive credit
for programs they fund. It’s
of them to fund things."
Jim Walters, head of Student Mobilization Against AIDS, said his organization was unfairly accused of
violating the stipulation. Walters
said he submitted an ad in the newsletter A.S. Outkvok for "Warren." a
play put on by his group, and a line
crediting the A.S. for sponsorship
was removed in the ad.
Your own newspaper didn’t include ’funded by the AS. We included it on our flier, and gave them
the flier to make an ad out of it, but
they didn’t put it in, he said.

very

generous

Camelot
iton Green - Dady stall photographer
Jim Recd. right, hands ofT to 1)essaline
F

iiiIWO

I

tack coach.
Robb% Ps litdr. also spoke to the
is
ire.ii
.11 San loses Red Lion
If
Is titer is nre Of the top sprinters
iii sIst
track histois He is in his
otehlit cii ’I coaching. and primal-Iv stinks nith the sprinting squad.
’1 hat c heen al I with San Jose for
I Cal 11.11,! tutu
The 1.1111
reason I
\sent I
tilC iii
lie hist place is
I101)1C1

ht.t.inst

,1

Mel Said.

e 11.0.e ;1 i icial ptOhle111 here.
II/0k :it the as erage black atht
lete there ale duce sports that are
usually competed in. football. basketball
nand tiack Take assay ’tack
trud
hat hate you done to the op pot
Poynter said.
mato, city %kith no track team.
Nt

Happiness
-7.

F.?, ot pat:c
Ile is so irai tiida
eserybody
is sties -4:d... Boss man sirs.
She insists she is a person vv ho en hot s uk
H. ’nest to God. the truth is I’ve
nese’ heen happier in my whole
life ." she ’ay.. "I lust v% ish I had
leamed :ill this berme I had used
halt t .t Lentil!’

(MI Tucker in

the 1600-meter relay race at the Bruce Jenner Classic

What are kids goieg to dor he continued. "If track goes a: SJSU were
in big trouble. It is so important that
we all ially together .
Poynter ...Ided that once S.Ici
track goe
there w ill he rube; effects.
going
hi finally. catch
"It’s
vvith
us at the top level." 1’0y-irk . said.
Simile of the Spartan " Sin kesto
spoke at the press c....terence.
Human perlormance major
Casallaro said he was "not happy
about the situation. being a freshman
I don’t has e ans %% Jere
.o go.
I
Sculptor-athiete Michael Chukes
said. -TIllek ptit San Jose ’State) on
the map.
Chukes said ills impoitant to otter
at
a chance to get an education.
.Wh’en your ability to run has es

Mary Ulaspey. a senior majoring
in marketing and minoring in sociology, has taken three classes with
Bowman.
"She’s probably the happiest per
She
son I knoss . Glaspeysass.
taught me to sit down and relax and
then to go out and do something ’to
Bowman points to our high sari
side and homicide rates as evidence
of societv ’s need fOr happiness.
"1.00k at the drug abuse, the alcohol

piled you can still have Nom education to fall back on.’ Chukes said.
Athlete Sherman Jones said. "At
the start of I9g5 the pride in our
school had gone down. We were the
first group to go to the NCAA in five
years. San Jose brought opportunity
here.
"The I:nail:Ado money shifted
and all stem to the Bruce Jenner
meet. Money talks. When the track
team leases. the communits is going
to suit tel.- Jones said.
A similar siewpoint about the realities 01 funding teams ss as tittered
by economics and business senior,
hank Jewett.
"Theres no way you can run
priigram on a shoestring. You can ;
he the hest in inadequate facilities..
Jewett said.

abuse." she says.
"Depression is the number one
Menial health problem in the United
States. Bowman says.
In the class she ssill hose specific
. rie
assignments
The students mil paws pate in
"happv sitres.’ A group oh three
students still go before the class and
tot
III minutes create "happy
\dies "
Iler goal is to teach students how
to make lire more meaningful

From page I
his power in the land of Camelot. He
agrees with King Arthur (Steven
Carlitz) and his idea of "might for
right.’
Langeder described King Arthur’s
character.
"He’s in a position of power so he
influences other powerful people
like Lancelot to serve" at his round
sable. Together. Langeder said,
"they help him make decisions on
what is right and wrong. They form
a better system of government but it
all falls apart when human feelings
get in the way
Human feelings. jealousy and revenge in particular, cause the down -

lion A.S. sponsorship in all advertisements of AS. -funded programs
so students will know what the A.S.
does.
"The majority of students at MU
don’t even know we exist. We need
tel show them what we do. If they
don’t see that we sponsor things, no
one will know what we do and what
we can do for them."
Boothe said that although no
funds have been frozen, he feels that
will happen when a group fails tel
have its advertisement approved by
the A.S. and neglects tel mention
their sponsorship.
"Somebody at some point is
going to get their funds frozen.
They’ll lose money for their events
and complain of discrimination, no
matter whet they are," he said.

fall of Camelot.
"Perfect justice is cold and revenge ruins the dream," Langeder
said.
He said his goal in this starring
role is tel be a believable Lancelot.
"I want people to believe I (Lancelot) am that pure and that arrogant
about it . "
He is confident about Friday’s
opening night, but netted that "every
show is like an audition for another
show, so I’ve got to be up to par.’
Julia Wade. who will play Guenevere, said she enjoys working with
two leading men (Langeder and Carlitz as Lancelot and King Arthur).
This is the 24 -year-old music major’s first role with SJSU’s theatre
department, but she has held starring
roles in Opera San Jose productions

and has worked with them for four
years.

She likes the role of Guenevere
because of its "dramatic range."
The role begins with Guenevere as a
teen-age girl and follows her through
the trials of her marriage. The "absolutely fabulous costumes" are also
a plus, Wade said.
"I want tel make this production a
cohesive whole with real teamwork." she said. "I want to make it
a wonderful fairy tale."

VS
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THOMAS DOLBY
MAINS /Al MY MOCK

Heat up your summer with
the music of five top artists
from EMI/Manhattan, along
with a chance at winning an
Hawaiian Holiday and other
great prizes!

1/1111111SIPTSI

GRAND
PRIZE

Directed by GODFREY REGGIO
sec Composed by PHILIP GLASS

6 99 LP CASS 12 99 CD

Win a trip for two to Hawaii,
eight days, seven nights.
(Includes air fare and lodging)
Plus Hawaiian Tropic
beach towels and gift packs.

JANE WIEDLIN
699 LP/CASS 12 99 CD

2ND PRIZE

111111

411621

6.99 LP/CASS 12.99 CD

000
PA
N
H AT
TAN

6.99 LP/CASS 12.99 CD

FREE
"’Powaqqatsii superbly
synthesizes ELECTRIFYING
music, stunning
cinematography..."
Tom 0 Elnen COMMONWEAL MAGAZIN.

Her goal is to be a an opera singer
or "singing actress," and she believes that "there is much to be
learned from more collaboration between the two departments (music
and drama)."

IOW RECORISIVION

"...a STUNNING
TOUR-OE-FORCE...a eirmi
ballet...a POWERFUL
emotional experience."
Donn Yon WEEKLY VARIETY

15 Second prize winners will
receive an Hawaiian Tropic
beach towel and gift pack.

3RD PRIZE

Sale Ends
May 18th

Hawaiian Tropic Suntan
Samplers while supplies last.

10 Third prize winners will
receive all featured EMI/
Manhattan artists on
compact disc. No purchase
necessary, must be 18 years
or older. Details at Tower.

SUMMER SPLASH ENTRY BLANK

111
I

ADDRESS
CANNON GROUP INC Presents a GOLAN-GLOBUS Production
A FRANCIS FORD COPPOLA and GEORGE LUCAS Presentation

hp

POUNIMAISI
Life

in Transformation

DIE CANNON GPOUP, INC TAY
SOM-GLCIBUS mom %CIS I CPU* CiORGE LUCAS 54,CGAISI
’AA BERRY. ACK iDURCIOIAILS IRIS CAHNAlICti VIAIRE maNKUR HUNIKS11...IMICHAEL RIESHAN reem KICE1 I01TC/4 1U001
GOREY REGGIG.tIN RICHAROS4P.’ MENKM glAti . YORAM GLOBUS q111L lAVANCI, GliflY REGGIO. MINCE TAUB vne’l PHILIP GLASS
GO" tObra
140061
eciwoqi
GORY FAO *trIVT.X.,"
c-a

Cir.A9*

CITY

EMI/MANHATTAN
TOWER RECORDS

1010ill RICORDS I IBE0
SAN FRANCISCO

CONCORD

no WO. Pass

Rd nr

NSW LOCATION

I own.. I U., Ii Weutt

I

SAN MATEO

1727 11 [ammo nr Good Guy,
CO I VINO STOW

SAN FRANCISCO Miller .05 Nue

OPENS MAY 6, 1988 AT THE CASTRO

ThI rPtIONF

OPEN 9AM TO MIDNIGHT 365 DAYS A YEAR
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’too S Imam nt Ittoney4td

mot
,c-Artddr44.4mrrldd..

Daily

Walters said Wednesday he was
suing the A.S. because they froze
SMAA’s funds.
"I’m going to talk to a lawyer in
the A.S. Business Office," he said.
"They’re using this to set a precedent. They said they wanted to make
an example out of us."
Toni Boothe, director of California state affairs. said Thursday that
the A.S. has not frozen SMAA’s
funds.
"We haven’t frozen anybody’s
funds." Boothe said. "The argument is that somebody has to be
made an example of, hut we aren’t
Joing that to Jim.
’’We’ve had this policy for a long
time, and it keeps getting broken,
but we never enforce it," he added.
Boothe said it is important to men -

6.99 LP/CASS 12.99 CD
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False fire alarm evacuates old Science

SJSU
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By Serena GriMth
When it was shut off, it was reset to
"I had a midterm. This doesn’t
Daily staff writer
determine if smoke was present in bother me," sophomore Gina Marie
A fire alarm prompted an evacua- the building. The test proved the Basuino said.
tion of the old Science Building alarm was false.
Liberal studies junior Brad Fifer
Thursday morning, but the loud
"This is one of those things that didn’t like the wait.
ringing was a false alarm, according happens whenever there is an exam
"I feel I’m here to learn," ix
to University Police Li. Shannon and a student is not prepared," Mor- said. "Let’s not waste time."
Maloney.
ris said.
"If I have to make up my lab
Students and faculty heard the
Students waiting outside in driz- time. I’ll be upset," said senior
alarm at about 10:25 a.m., but no zling weather had mixed feelings Debra Dimas. "If I don’t, I don’t
one knew what son of alarm it was about the delay.
care."
or why it was ringing, said Physics
Professor Marvin Morris.
"The alarm went off. . . and the
and president-elect, said it was an
building was casually evacuated."
easy decision.
he said. "There was no sign of From page /
"I think it is really an access
smoke and people were wandering use the keyboard and they have to issue. It is the type of opportunity
around asking each other what it wait for someone to type their infor- that the A.S. loves to help with.
was."
mation for them," he said. "This Whenever we can provide opportuThe University Police Department will make the computers much more nities to improve access at SJSU, it
arrived a few minutes later and accessible and will add to their inde- furthers the goals of the university
pendence."
cleared the building. Morris said.
and A.S.." McCarthy said.
The A.S Board of Directors voted
The alarm continued to ring for
"It is great that technology has.
several minutes while hundreds of unanimously to approve the funding. gotten us this far," McCarthy
people stood outside in a light rain. Terry McCarthy. A.S vice president added.

Disabled:

Berke Breathed
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GO ON!

94
Sheila Neal

Isaac Newt

Classified
21131 IAeridlen Ave or call 26571 30 for appointment

ANNOUNCEMENTS
NEED

MEDICAL INSURANCE? We
have plans with quality coverage

at affordable price. Call Mark FII.
Ice. Washington National insurance, (408) 943 9190 for no ob..
gallon quote
STUDENT

t ion a
teamake it

Bloom County

DENTAL OPTICS’ PL AN
Enroll now Save your tooth. eyes
and money too For information

and brochure sae A S
.11(408)3714811

office or

FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS" Intl businesses end investor. seek foreign notional. srlth
111.1

hand knowiedge of conorn.c. business. scientHic, and
poiltkal conditions In horn. country lot consulting assistance For
Into, send resume to RCS
700 St Marys PI , Suite 1400, San
Antonio, Ts 78205 or call (800)
13242826. Eat 856

WE DON’T HAVE THE ANSWERS, but
that s OK We are
church community that values the individual
watch for one own truth The
FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH 01
San Jose otters creative services
stimulating discussion. & opportunities to, social action We are
located at 160 N 3rd St Join us
Sundays alt1 000, call 292.3858

AUTOMOTIVE
MERCEDES BEN? ’67 Model 230 4 dr.
sunroof Greet condition. $2950
Must sell, call 286-0507
77 DODGE RAM CHARGER,. x 4, 400
Ong 79.0000. roil bar 5379000.
call Gene at 265-3994

FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS" Int 1 businesses and investors seek foreign nationals with
first hand knowledge of economic, business, scientific, and
political conditions In home Country for consulting assistance For
into, send resume to BCS
700 St Marys P1. Suite 14130, San
Antonio, Tx. 78205 or call (800)
842-5254
LIFEGUARDS Seasonal 8 yes, round
positions availed. now Salary
Lifeguards 05 50.56 40 hr
manager.
57 00-S8 60 hr
942-2470

Pool
Call

lifeguards & Swim instructors Sum me, lobs -lull time & part How Almaden

PC-COM

PC-COM PC -001.1"" IBM AT XT compatibles and acces-

sories Located at 2515 S King
Road Call 238-1038 Spiclei 8TL
off for SJSU wIth ID

Oaks. 5407 505, Call
Gretchen Crowley at 266-8658
PART-TIME CHILDCARE POSMONS
evallable immediately 15-58 hr.
Northern California Nannies. (415)
949-2433

IBM XT COMPATIBLES include free
home installation. system conflg
uration. assiCence From $546.
now & guaranteed Contact Pat at
258-65913

PART-T1ME, FULL TIME JOSS available’ Never fee Call BEST Ternporery Services, 984-1340 for details
Typists,
secretaries.
receptionists,

FOR SALE
unique bookstore. specializing
books on history, current

events. labor, Black Americans.
Chicanos,
Asian -Americans.
women,
Marxism
PirtIten by
B isclis, Chicanos. Asians. labor
activists. %Units We Mao have.
In English, Soviet texts in the soclal sciences You won’t rind our
books. posters and records in
other stores In the valley In addl.
lion we have fiction and chlidren’s books Located at 950 S
First St , San Jose (3 bike south of
8200) Cell 294-2930 for hours
(2) 755 VESO 16 TIRES ODOR gtrbli
like ww

5.350 cash only. air

5

.bra new fits 84-88 vette $50. 793E009

HELP WANTED
ADVERTISING

OR

BUSINESS

PART -TINE JOB. Flexible hours. good
pay Computer experience bonendal Call Jonathan at 280-7777
PHOTO
hr wk

TECH CLERK,

1 -Hour

20-30
Depot in

Photo

Campbell Photo processing pip
prof 54.165, Flex hrs Free processing Call 371-8864 or 3560101 (eves & week ends)
PL AY DURING THE DAY’ Work in the
evening. A lob Mel involves communicating

with

the

alumni of
SJSU went tor you Earn $5Call
now
for
Interview al
$10 hr
924-1129
RED EYE Is looking for assistant managers full time & pan time in our
local stores We II work around
school schedules but must haw 2
mornings a walk owning evall.
non-smokers

Interested

call at 446-5636
MA-

Very high commis.

sions Call 9644235

SALES -EARN BIG INCOME FT PT
Water purtfkation Nutrician Call
993.3731
SALES PT FT financial services Fs
cell.’ opportunity Send resume
to PO Bo. 53347. S J 95153

AFTERNOON

BABYSITTING at my
home. PPE 12 30-4 30 for glrl 4.
boy 2 yrs Woman w o child OK.
So S J . terms nog., CAN

5E6-1311L

BANKING

CUSTOMER

P TIME

SENIOR
SERVICE REP
(New accounts)
SAN JOSE

This position covers our 11 15 AM
through 5 30 PM Monday through
Friday schedule. and requires 1
year now OCCanle Of banking
portend. and ...Rent customer
service skills We offer 59 00 per
hour plus commission. INCENTIVE BONUS and WEEKENDS
OFF... Pleas. call Rhine linceno
or Kathy DoLvride horn 10 30 to
2 30 PM el 298.0567 EOE-SAN
FRANCISCO FEDERAL SAVINGS
LOAN ASSOCIATION
BEAUTIFUL LAKE TAHOE’ looking
for fun summer lob, Beg JUNE
thru LABOR DAY Part Full time
Cashiers & stockers PUG TA
HOMA NOT. West Shore More
Into
(918)525-7411 (409(2958234
CAREER

OPPORTUNITY

with

3rd

largest Insurance company We
need relied., stable people IMar.
ested in owning their own bust.
We provide sales & man.
gement training & a omit-ant...1
was

income when qualthed Call David
lather or Dick &dams al 3714E43
DATA ENTRY CLERICAL STUDENT
ASSISTANT. temporary summer
1013. 7 114 19 88 55 0545 SO hr
hrs wk,
30-40
(8 0000-S 00pm.

MondayFrIday
applicetIons

swatted. in Student Sett...Olen
Services Otik, CAT Bldg Phow
924-5950 Apply by 5 13 Be
PT in
"DINNER SHIFT WAITRESS
Minato Japanese Real Lap in
Japer.. Rest preferred Cell
Mac at 998-971110, applicetion
DRIVERS

THIS IS THE perfect summer lob." We hew day & evening
positions available If you know
your way around the Volley, then

this l the job for you all you
need is your own car & insurance
The hours Sr. good, but the pay &
bonuses are even better We alto
have openings ter Saturdays Call
788-6834 loran interview
HELPER. part Brno Hours
negotiable The Rose lady, 379-

Fl MISTS
5473

19$$$F000SFAVERS, COOKS, HOSTESS. CASHIERS, and busboys
Is
always
Callender.
Merle
for new, enthusiastic
workers 10 010 our teem Apply at
looking

and

998-4526

now" 405 E

THE STUDENT UNION INFORMATION
CENTER and Musk I ’stoning
Room are now accepting applications Work Study only Contact
IS. Student Union Director’s Of -

THE STUDENT UNION is now accepting applications for a data entry
accounting position Workstudy
i required Summer hours also
awned. Apply .1 194 Diredor s
OfIke
TIE UP THOSE loose ends’ Earn estry
$O a. Inventory counters, kit pull
ors, or stock clerks on short term
assignment. ROWE Call us al
Tailored Inventory 749-0240 Monday through Friday
TRAINING SPECIAL 1ST

Direct care
stall needed tor residential facilities for adolescents and young

SCHOOL IS almwt oul and summer is
almost here Now is ItIO Ora to
find the perfect summer job
You’re gonna need money to
nsech the beech, & we are your

pas.

BC for

Immediate

SECURITY

OFFICERS PROCESS
SERVERS" FT PT security offl.
cers. all shift. FT PT evening
process servers We will train
Apply in person Mon -Fri 9AM4PM 260 Meridian Av., S J .2116-

5880

tan

GUARD SECURITY. 3212 Scott
Blvd between (Medi & San To.
Inas Santa Clara Call 727-9793
SHIPPING RECEIVING CLERK open.
log at Varian Image Tube 131014100
Requires

2

yrs

experience

in

stores, shlp rec or equhr plus
ability to ilft SO lbs. fork lift cerWl.
II.
cat* and California driver
cans@ Must be US citizen Call
415-493-1000, est 445
SUMMER IS UPON US’ Earn Ito, your
summer fun Build your resume at
the same time We W01% SunThur. evening. 6 30.9 30 and
Set

afternoon 2 00-5 00
min C.11924-1129

3 shift

SUMMER 611ISIL.Jazz Improvement,
concert band, chorus, hlstory of
rock neon San Joe. Clly College.
284-3789 or 288-3717
SUMMER WORK’ Southwestern Co.
earn $4800 vg with polemist
eernIngs much higher Build resume and wm college credo For
info call Gary at 3773040
TEACHER ASST

30 Sled

Wort sr

children with developmentel & behaviors. problems Community
1 Ile trolning great sly for epeeist
ad psych & ot students Opply
for promotion Cell 374-9050
TEACHERS PRESCHOOL,

P.940414

day 124 PM doily Must have ECE
Call
units, good pay benefits
TODAY 723-9380
TELEMARKETING" Appointment sot
ling Pan lime. S200WK POSSE
RI E. SAIL I CASH Walking die -

New

Source’ consultant at 270-3774.
ro0P
BOX 9,S J .C.95103-0009
MATH-PHONE
Math
problems
solved, tutoring by phone at any
level Session. 1 410 I hour Cali
( 415) 796-8497

you day too’ We need your wcellent phone skills, typing skills
01 55 wpm
and Macintosh word
processing!’ (or the desire to
learn) Adis flies the best ben.Ms higher pay. cash bonuses,
paid holidays and more Call us’
(415)
941-7100
WM
View
FOE NO FEE
FULL-TIME or part-time on
campus nickeling products for
Fortune 500 Companies $45.0100
plus per day Call 1800-932-0528

Michael Sherman

Skibblefritz

NEED CASH FOR SCHOOL 01 10 concredit
high
Interest
solidate

ca4o4r-7444E fr./ a)
Ther -ray
ZNA
51"ctc 10 514702 eipprA(o
5,10erl

Ar firm, LIKE Mg OF

THE054, I ’NOUGHT IHE,I WERE
a/T.1V /HEN ikeviski
5aitl6 FJ1 61CRYWHERE-:
1.1106,01,C-5 , 41165EME4/T P1115,
110V165. 4./40ES,u(VerltlEAQ

I et Washington Seder.

Federal Credit Union help with an
unsecured loan at 1395’.. se-

rt

13444

capture your wedding memories
wfth quality photos tor less" Bud-

"’t(4tEf
-

Cherry at 274.0099

the music’ Mich., Productions
provides @ride variety of music

r

"

DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel. formerly of KSJS
You OR got the party we ve got

PROFESSIONAL

PIAZI
’

4

*No

Laugh Lines

boa.
Wanda Folk

for your wedding, party or dance
at reasonable Isles Call Ilestree
or Phil at 2447120 or 922.7359
WRITING,

RESEARCH

SERVICES

Acedemic thesis
assistance
Ghostwriting All didects OusI111,4 writers Resumes Re-writ mg Catalog Berkeley (415) 8415036
YOUR

PHOTOGRAPHED

WEDDING

professional, high quality

by

Ira Information
Call 371-7887 ask for SJSU dd.
budget

price,

count

WORK

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE 2 BEDROOM. 1 BATH"
Carport, walk to campus, no pets.
S595 ’no Call 224.3939266-8440
Licensed agent
CLOSE TO CAMPUS, 1 bedroom,
both, on street parking. 1475 Call
224-3939 28641440.

licensed

MALE

TYPING
AAAAAA HH. YOU FINALLY FOUND it
an experienced, affordable, pro.
fessional typist’ At 90 words
minute. I Can make all your papers
look and BE their best in no time

Classified

at mil’ Hrly rates Shlikrot disAvail
P -U & delivery
count
stlinds and evening. Call Linda

RESS1NG

AAAA-ACCURACY.

STUDENTS, Christian Home

crocasselle

ACHIEVEMENT.

Large dean sleeping rms. kitch
priv, 2 blks frM campus Avail
now 0300 rno doubles. $250 my
singles 617 5 607 St San Jose
RENT TO OWN

For 5a1e-7 EkIrm 2

doubiewide molder...try 5
Star Park All appliances. pool, ja
cu., Story Road & McLaughlin
Rebmann.

Please call

today 798.7390

TONY

296-2087

ABSOI UTEL Y ACCURATE ACCOMPLISHED Typist Specieliting in

PERSONALS
TIM FOR

SAL E, Thur. vs Jays,
Tons vs Tigers $5 fry groups
available C11 Dean at 295-2684

El ECTRO1 YSIS
INIC,"
UNWANTED HAIR removed forever
Confidential
335 5
Baywaxl
Ave San Jaw. call 247-7486 for
appointment
JOSTENS RING DAYS Last chance to
save 020,1.0. 060 on Coss ring
See Dave at Spartan Booketore

APPA SIGMA MEN’ You knot, who.
Your Chi Omega ladies ansiously
swat, for fun laughter & bubbles
tonne
thr PD. Bo ready 10 raw’

transcription

Free

printing Very competit1ve rates
discount with
Students receive
ID Access 0e1.-781-4912 ask for

anteed Thenks

5015 225-9009

spe-

APA FORMAT, term paper. thesis wet.
corned II years typing word pro
cawing experience Len.’ quality

A -I SECRETARY, with computer
Clow to school Availeda night
and day Rush lobs are my spec,
allry Call Pla at 14081 225-

a

Monte Call Chrystal at 923-8461

Thanks

$1 50 per page double spaced
Availed@ sewn days weekly
Quick turnaround All wor5 guar

work

disk storage and gereirous STU.
7 years esp.
DENT DISCOUNT

ACK NOWL
EDGEABL F In typing that’s tops
Tlal

Thesis

cialty Esperience counts. Group
papers welcome Standard & mt.

280-5161

ACCOUNTABILITY.

agent

May 3rd through 6th

SECURITY RECEPTION all shifts ft p1
0548 hr to start Full bawds, no
@spark/nee needed Apply VAN-

sought F PT. Victor lewd

get and deluxe packages horn
$299 you keep the negatIves Call

FREELANCE

LAWVE;5!

LEADS WAY w appetite

shlft, graveyard & weekend 411111
(F SSA.) 9AM to 7 30 PM) Physics, electrode or mechanteet

PHOTOGRAPHER
Earn
while
twining cyclone@ Flex setryd
ule necessary Call the insider It
436-4900 & ask for David F So.

TIME

oocroes,

control -no bottles pills. shots or?
Wear ’le Patch
anywhere on
WSW.
you /lately, FDA -OK

PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORIES’ 1.1 0.

WANTED-STUDENT

HORRiBLE

ENGSMERSTC

1020
E PATCH

office 118th 5 San Salwdor

445

W)SwiNG

867.

VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIVISION has
full time openings for nutorwited
VAC EOPMT OPRS on swing

539.500

PICS

(415)

cured loans and cds also available Cell 947-727301 drop by the

Wes, good bonuses and an energetic working environment For
get all 01 your past teternertietIng

consideration. can us at 2884636

phone

cations & Informed:on 3744224

source II you can talk, we have
position for you We offer greet
pay. wry flexible ET PT selloff.

Come loin us and make some
good money while heicng to
make the WHEELCHAIR OLYM-

possible Ems’, method starts you
earning quickly For informative
appointment.

Angelo Lopez and Alex Sheikman
7Fu. BE cage
GciNG
cc WArER1BELohlEthr To HAVE
A

-1-DO4’T KNOW THEIL,
(ANTOINETTE. VirE WER
INVITED TO A FILIPINO , LANGUAGE’ I DT
KNOW TI-IE CUSTOMS’
PARTY’
GREAT MOmi I DON’T
TVIESPE WU.
KNOW
tte rnater
OWNING’
nem ,

LEARN HOW TO EARN MONEY My
assistance makes siwdy Income

ternoons, weekends. & overnight
shlfts 56-07 255, Cell tor appli-

orientation and U S citizen required Call 415-493-1800 eel

Dumbar Pig

Santa Clara SI et
91h, call 995-0448 We speak VIM.
names., Spanish & Chinese

cards,

bth

experience. We have program
that everyone empathizes with

Medical re warmly ivei.
corned SJSU students & stall always have 10% oft Call for *poi

adults with autism 8 related dlse
bildies FT PT positions available
early weekday mornings,
ar.

WE RE BUSY AND WE’d like to keep

LAB

ability,

JORS needed to pursue chrenis.
ing accounts No experience is
necessary but you must be wry
protectionist

file

clerks

THE BREAD & ROSES BOOKSHOP Is
In

laborers,

lance from campus Atlionoon
evening shifts avallabry Good
voice & per.onality Call Jerry at

Teresa
A

TYPING

SERVICE Reasonable
rates, free disk storage, free pickup & delivery Ceil 270-8936

CALL LINDA TODAY" Avokl the rush.
Reserve now for your term pa-

all academic typing. including
APA formai, term papers, theses,

pers, group protects. these.. etc
Professional word processing.

resume s
cover letters t look
foncerd to serving your typing
nerds this semester fifty rates
SOOpm
8 30 rn
Jew 151

tree disk storage ()Lack return. Il
work guaranteed Cassette tranAlmaden.
scription
evellabie

5942
ABSTRACT WE RE NOTietter quality
accuracy guaranteed Academic
typing our speciality Free proofing disk storage
Reasoned.
We 1n1.51 dopeodable, grammar.
wise college grads So call us
wtth papers, reports. thew. (especially science) etc 11 251-0419
ACADEMIC

TYPING WORD PROCE

from your disk Special discount
tor fsylty and students Call

tunitton. grammar assistance All
work guaranteed For that proles.

Pnnty s WORDWORKS at (408)
253-WORD or 253-WORK

Cowl. quick & dependable worry
tree service at Os best WOO AFFORDABLE RATES, call PAM at

EDITING WORD PROCESSING Term
Papers. Research Protects. and
ROSUfra

Help

with

manuscrIpts

grammar
PS lea

I UCID

PROFESSIONAL
CESSING"

3684(10.0. messalw)

academic, business, legal word
processing needs Term papers.

Stop shaving, waxing,

tweezing or using c

depill.

tones 1.1 me permanently remove your unwanted hall (chin,
bikini, tummy, moustache. etc)
15% discount to etudent and Wcully Call before May 31, 1988 and
gat your Mc spin et I 1 price
Unwanted Hair Disappears With
My Care ’ Gwen Cheigren R F ,
5)43500. 1645 5 Bascom. C
-Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
ELECTROLYSIS’

Prof...lomat

Ad Rates
Minimum three Imes on one day
One
Two
Three
Day
Days
Days
3 I Ines $3 55 $4 35 $4 75
4 1 Ines $435 $515 $555
5 l ineS $5 15 $600 $635
6 Ines $595 $680 $7 15
I ach Additional I ine Add $80

1329

RESUMES

TYPING - WRITING

CAMBRIAN

PROCESSING,

VIGRO

AREA. 15 yrs trypertence Cheap
and fast’ $1 25 per page doubt@
spaced $1 75 per pogo single
spec

Bay

Cell 11794254

Ad Here

Five
Days
$520
$600
$680
$760
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MP’. S46 00

15 Plus

11)
14 Lines $63 00
int, $80 00

Phone 924-3277

1111111 1111111111_11

11_11_1111

Address

Phone

City & State

?up

Enclosed IS I _

SING CRCS. MOREY OROER

Cud, a Classiticahon:
Announcements
Automotive

Help Wanted
Housing

Computers
For Sale

Lost and Found
Personals

by the hooding 4...once Super
thin len.. for high power R.
Insurance
Open 7 days week

1
ISM

Services
Stereo
Travel
Typing

I

111111 IIIaaIIIIIIII,L,i,,.,JIJIJ1IL,,,,j.,,,,,,L.1

Print Name

the only permanent
method Ask about the special
discount for Spring Complimen.
tary consuistion by appointment
Call 296-0931n

contact lens* servke for family
Fashion frames and sunglasses

Four
Days
$500
$580
$660
$740

f
Each
Extra
Day
$ 90
$1 05
$1 20
Si 35

Semester Rates I All Issues)

removal,

and lest wrvIce at extremely low
price Complete eye exem MOWIng glaucoma <heels complete

Editing availed* Have Iwo degrees Reasonable wt.. C.01 578

(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces tor each hnel

HAIR

EYECARE AT SUNRISE EYEWEAR
Erse.. and lenses horn 137, Dr
Christopher Cabrera 0D Duality

PRO-

12 years secretarial

Print Your

244-8907. wtension 401

messegel

I afternoon hours by
appointment) Call Airs el 9724692

disk storage, SPELCHEK. punt.

Classiael0

lwowl Owe* 011/1211

OR CASH 10
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose Stale University
San Jose California 95192

Re

WORDPROCESSING REPORTS, lel
tars resumes manuscript., 1.9.1

130-S PM

reports, resumes. Wlifes, group
propels, manuals. theses. Cc All
licdernic formats & SPA Freo

theses

word processor Specie, student
wt..
Phone
292-0693 (leave

cperlence No lob too large or
too
small
Student
Rate
$12 SO hr Rog $1 00 to Hours

SERVICES
B ACKACHE??? FREE treetment as
part of retwerch protect if you
have had low bock coin tor more
than 6 months and are 20-55
years old, please call Palmer College of ChiroprectkWasl al (408)

RARE IT AI

WORD

Term papers.

suoLes nd rush lobs are my ape
Collies Turn your handwritten
draft into polished work BONY
graphies footnotes snap on my

campus Pickup evaltable Sally at
25146135

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your

end spell checking.
printing, or printing

TYPING

EDITORIAI

Allordeble, accurate de
pendeble Only 12 minutes horn

weicorne

248-9833

Santa Clare are.

prtnter

proofed Small bustres. letters
melting lists. Byers newsletters

RATES"

REASONABLE
PATTI el 14081

Call

SERVICE Typing
writing assistance, editing, typing
reports
L
of
them. Cc

EVERGREEN
WORDPROC FSSING
Term oNpets SI 75 p 151 sp and

reports,

3941. 977-7999 beeper
TYPING."

ends servIng SJSU Tkutty and
students All work guaranteed
Specializing in word perfect and
word Call PJ at 923-2309

scription Free SPEC CHEK, copy
disc storage Quick turn
around Santa Clara Call 246.
5825

protects

proofed Call Dinal Pubs at 94S-

ASERJET OUTPUT Years of speri.

edit

resumes. Wrm papers. theses We
also provide disk storage. Wiling,
tics.

TYPIST" ROOSOala rates
Call Eva at 251-62150, 777-5033
Will pick -upend deltver

Thesis specialists Also term pa.
pers, manuscripts. screenplays,
resumes, repetitive letters. Iran.

uglily guaranteed On campus
pickup delivery Call (408) 774-

TERM PAPERS BY MAIL,’ We teke
your draft, sot S type you party &
get down 1 seer output & spell

GOOD

WORD PROCESSING

instructor

DO YOURSELF A FAVOR’ Take advantage oldr expertise Top secretarial service for all your WORD
processing needs Graphics iet,

$1 25 Obi cowl pop Pt..
call Jeannie at 274 1975
iST

WIllow Gen area
Phone lars Morton at 786-9448

264-4504

university Call 292-40117

F XPFRIENCED PROFESSIONAL TVP

esperience

titanium arcs 7 days week Call

Prof...
SUCCESS ENTERPRISE
atonal typing & Waimea am
ices Fast. reesonable. new the

747.2681 (Santa Civet STUDENT
& FACULTY DISCOUNTS’

grimmer

punctuation sentence structure
on request 1APA, Turablan, etcl
Former English TOM! with 16 yrs

ENTERPRISE

MI service 40 years wooConsultetions
Career
den..
Seminar. All lob ewes Cabal
Center. 243-4070
are.

Deadline Two day. prior to ’,Labia-stain
Consecutive puhliction dates only
Pao refunds on canceNed ads

FMB vimpliampompopemomompumemamouniummenommompineromoh.

Friday, May 6, 1988/Spai1an Dail)
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Opportunity
ho s

You could get paid to take your education on the mad.
Apple Computer and Donnelley
Marketing would like to congratulate
you on making it through another
grueling year. But before you get too
wrapped up in planning your summer
vacation, give a little thought to how
you’ll spend the next term.
Sure, you can hit the ground runing. But we’re looking for those few
fast-lane types who want to hit the
ground rolling, as well.
This fall, Donnelley Marketing
a company of the Dun and Bradstreet
Corporationwill pay eligible student interns to travel the country with

us as part of the Apple Open Housesm
tour. Think of it.You could be trained
to be an expert in the use of Applefi
products, plus a wide array of the most
popular and powerful software.
Better still, you could get realworld experience while demonstrating your knowledge all across the U.S.
And to top it all off, you might
earn credit through your school’s
Cooperative Education program.
If you’re a Junior or Senior who’s
a team player and enjoys people
as much as the open road, we want
to hear from you. Just send your

resume and/or a cover letter to Joseph
A. Heidgen, Donnelley Marketing,
70 Seaview Avenue, Stamford, CT
06904, or contact your Cooperative
Education/Placement Office for full
information.
But do it soon, because an opportunity this good only honks once.

The power to be your best:
rip 198H Apple & imputer. Inc. Apple and the .4pple k
111’ rcgisiervd tradcmar
of Apple Computer, Inc.The rxmer to he sour hest is 3 trademark of Apple
Computer. Inc. Apple Open House is a senice mark of Apple Computer, Inc.

